LOWELL INSTITUTES OPEN SEASON AT ROGERS BUILDING WITH TALK ON FRANCE

Professor Blanchard Tells Of Age When Paris Area Was French

Paris and its historic surroundings, the subject of a lecture that will be postponed forty-eight hours. The Black Cat, as is the present course. He con-

FIVE VAUDEVILLE ACTS ON PROGRAM OF SMOKER FRIDAY

Boxing and Wrestling Matches Included in Program—O'Malley to "Act"

MOVIETONE IS FEATURE

...I.

SMAST STEAMS SECURE NEW UNAFLA ENGINE

Purchased of a 50 horsepower Simon-

STEAM ENGINEERING LABORATORY IN BUILD- 

PURCHASED DURING THE SUMMER VACATION

IMPROVEMENT SHOWN IN STUDENT HEALTH

...I.

It Happens in the Best Regularized Families:...I.

FRESHMAN RULES AT SORORITY DISTRICT
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FRESHMAN CAMP PHOTOS
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NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

Wednesday, October 5, 1927

By ERIGGS

THE TECH

VOG DOO ISSUE IS A HELD OVER TWO DAYS 4

You Doe has been delayed two days in publication and will put its Freshman issue in the hands of the students at large. This announcement was made by Professor Andrew L. J. Lass in connection with the telling of the day of publication. The Black Cat explains that the covers for the latter issue were printed after the change in the motor in the printing shop, which was done last evening on the subject "Le Peuple-
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